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Armatile excel in their latest Heritage Project
The Restoration of the Entrance to The Old
Technical School, Banbridge.
This week Armatile manufactured and fitted a beautiful new floor in a building conservation
project in Banbridge, Co Down. The remit required that a new entrance floor must
completely replicate the original tile pattern in the main walk ways.

1. The Technical School Banbridge 1927 & 2015

2. Uncovering the Original Flooring
Armatile’s reputation for heritage, conservation and restoration projects led the client to
contact Armatile’s Contracts Manager Peter Rafferty.
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The Architect Office of Armagh City, Banbridge and Craigavon Council was responsible for the
renovation. They wanted a company able to deliver their vision and ensure their budget was
met whilst maintaining the integrity of the building’s heritage.
As varied as they are stunning, each project requires something unique. As the recognised
specialists in this field we understand the sensitivities of the build environment and the
materials used. We are expert in interpreting design needs and translating creative vision into
reality.

3. Sampling and colour matching the original floor
Whether intricate, complex or minimal Armatile use waterjet technology to cut custom
shapes and patterns to suit any aesthetic.

4. Armatile Surface Design and Manufacturing Factory in Armagh
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Following discussions with the client Armatile manufactured and presented samples that met
approval on colour, design and material.

5. Sample Manufactured for Approval by Client – Pieces mounted on mesh back panel

Our creative design team, with deep technical understanding of materials, was able to bring
the Client’s vision to life with nothing lost in translation.

6. Production of design on mesh mounted panels for ease & speed of installation on site
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Ultimately, Armatile was able to exceed the needs of the Client by manufacturing a cost
effective tile design in its factory in Armagh that blended fantastically well with the original
beautiful flooring.

7. The new floor installed by Armatile
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